Short Commentary
It is well documented that there is a large age-related decrease in spatial performance. Older adults (63-79.5 years) showed a decrease in spatial performance independent of the kind of test, the test situation and timing conditions [1] . Especially mental rotation performance declines with age [2] . This pattern of results was also obtained with older adults who suffer from mild cognitive impairment [3] and with patients with Parkinson Disease [4] . Mental rotation is the process of imagining the representation of an object when it is turned from its original upright position [5] . Even though mental rotation is only a specific cognitive ability it is an important one, because it is helpful in everyday task like for example when someone is trying to find a way to a certain place [6] .
So far, there are a lot of studies who show a relation between mental rotation performance and motor behavior. There might be a common process in mental object rotation and the programming of hand movements [7] . In a quasi-experimental study, it was shown that sports students show a better mental rotation performance than students of education science [8] . Furthermore, it was demonstrated in a study with young adults that a three-month juggling training improves mental rotation performance [9] . Also, the balance ability of the participants was related to the performance for object-based mental rotation tasks, with body figures as stimuli, in older adults [10] . Most of those studies show, that physical activity with a high amount of coordinative abilities, have a very high impact on mental rotation.
Golf is a sport, which demands a high amount of coordinative abilities like balance or eye-hand coordination and a sport, which older people like to execute. It was shown that golf training enhances the visual spatial abilities of older patients who suffer from a stroke [11, 12] . This result is not astonishing since skilled golfers have a larger grey matter volume in brain areas which are relevant for spatial information processing, among others in a part of the intra-parietal sulcus [13] , a region, which is also involved during mental rotation tasks [14] . Also, a stronger relationship of lifestyle factors with memory, but not with other cognitive functions like for example executive functions was found. Due to these preliminary positive results and the importance to counteract the decline of spatial performance in the elderly, golf training has to be regarded as a training for body, soul and mind with a high acceptance among older individuals.
